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THE EARTH 

We live on the Earth. It is a big sphere, slightly flat in the poles, and is divided into 
three big zones. These zones are called: 

 Core
 Mantle
 Crust

ACTIVITY  1:  Look  for  information  on  the  Internet  about  the  previous 
concepts and give their definition:

� Core:

� Mantle:

� Crust:



ACTIVITY 2: In pairs, draw the Earth and its zones. Use an A3 sheet of 
paper, colored pens, and different drawing techniques (collage, poster, 
etc.). Talk to your Arts teacher first! 

THE PLATES

A plate is a piece of the Earth's surface that moves over the mantle 

ACTIVITY 3: Complete the names of the plates:

 P__ __ __ __ __ __ __  PLATE
 NORTH __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __  PLATE
 __ __ __ __ __ AMERICAN PLATE
 A N__ __ __ __ __ __ __ PLATE
 __ __ Z __ __  PLATE
 EURA__ __ __ __ PLATE
 __ __ __ T R __ __  INDIAN PLATE
 A F__ __ __ __ __ PLATE



ACTIVITY 4: Make a poster of the world map with the names of the plates.

VOLCANOES

A volcano is a type of relief as a consequence of the emission of materials (solid 
and liquid) from the bottom of the Earth

ACTIVITY 5: Make a poster with the parts of volcanoes.

ACTIVITY 6: In the Science Lab, make a model of a volcano using different 
materials. Talk to your Science teacher.



THE EARTH: PLANET IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM

GALAXY: A combination of millions of stars, planets and other celestial bodies. Each 
star has its own solar system. Our solar system is in the MILKY WAY GALAXY.

SOLAR SYSTEM: Our solar system consists of eight planets of different sizes, which orbit 
the sun at different distances.

Spiral galaxy



ACTIVITY  7:  Put  the  planets  in  the  correct  order,  according  to  their 
distance from the sun.

Mars Uranus Saturn Mercury Earth Jupiter Neptune Venus

THE EARTH

- The Earth is blue because it has a lot of oxygen.

- The Earth is almost round; it is like a flattened ball.

- The diameter of the Earth is 40.000 Kms.

- The Earth's surface is mostly water.



GLOSSARY

 The Earth: la Tierra.
 Core: núcleo.
 Mantle: manto.
 Crust: corteza.
 Sphere: esfera.
 Pole: polo.
 Plate: placa.
 Volcano: volcán.
 Relief: relieve.
 Emission: emisión.
 Bottom: fondo (de la Tierra)
 Ash: ceniza.
 Lava: lava.
 Gas cloud: nube de gas.
 Crater: cráter.
 Cone: cono.
 Vent: chimenea (vía de escape del magma, gases...)
 Magma Chamber: cámara del magma.
 Galaxy: galaxia.
 Milky Way: Vía Láctea.
 Spiral galaxy: galaxia en espiral.
 Orbit: orbitar/girar 
 Planet: planeta.
 Size: tamaño.
 Solar System: sistema solar.


